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A thrilling dive into the secrets of 5 of the the most visited European heritage emblems and their breathtaking, 
unexpected, and diversified wildlife. This ambitious series is an amazing immersion in the heart of incredible 
ecosystems, with the people who preserve it every day.

5x43’

Delivery May 2024

PICS PDF
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https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/WILD_SECRETS_OF_EUROPE_HERITAGE
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1D0E470-rEtI-PFjTaAfC_Qy-sVeu1uC9
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/FLYER_Europe_wildest_heritage.pdf
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A unique documentary on chameleons living in 
Madagascar island, the largest concentration in 
the world, revealing incredible never-before-seen 
scenes and behaviors.

43’ & 52’

Delivery July 2023

52’ 
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TRAILERPICS PDF TRAILER PDF

Ants have an incredible form of collective 
intelligence. Between narration and sensational 
shots, this film offers an immersive micro-dive 
into the heart of the Guyanese jungle to reveal the 
mysteries of an extraordinary society. 

PDF

From the shoals and seagrass beds of Zanzibar, 
Tanzania, to the dunes and lagoons of the Wadden 
Sea, Germany, take a closer look into the unknown 
and tumultuous lives of shoreline creatures around 
the globe as they struggle to survive.

4x43’ & 4x52’

Delivery October 2023Delivery July 2023

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1WkfpJDd9Qhzj3IQwzJ4k6lxkYWY-RgDY?usp=sharing
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-15398877-SERIES.mp4
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1WkfpJDd9Qhzj3IQwzJ4k6lxkYWY-RgDY?usp=sharing
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/BRAVING_THE_TIDES_-_TREATMENT_-ARTE_DISTRIBUTION.pdf
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-17179594-SERIES.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LE_GRAND_CARNAVAL_DES_CAMELEONS
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LA_VIE_SECRETE_DES_RIVAGES
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LA_JUNGLE_AUX_FOURMIS
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This trilogy explores the depth of the physical and spiritual 
connection between nomadic tribes of Mongolia and 
animals. In each film, the protagonist returns to the 
wilderness and bonds with a sacred animal to find a way to 
solve their inner conflict between modernity and tradition.

3x52’

Delivery December 2023 and March 2024

A stunning series that takes you along the most 
beautiful and vast corridor of life in the Rockies. 
Discover revolutionary conservation local initiatives 
to preserve the ”iconic four”: bison, grizzly, caribou 
and wolf

4x52’ & 4x43’ 
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TRAILERPICS PDF PICS PDF

Territorial struggles between humans and Bengal 
tigers – two of the planet’s top predators –  are 
very common in Bengal. An incredible documentary 
following local geopolitical initiatives that help 
humans and tiger live together in the forest.

52’

Delivery July 2024Delivery from October 2023 to February 2024

PDF

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ENTRE_CIEL_ET_TERRE
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-16602935-SERIES.mp4
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1NO-LHaupY-dxoNL_2b3bCfNxXTsrYAOb?usp=sharing
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/ROCKIES_WILD_CORRIDOR_TREATMENT.pdf
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Dk2wodt_Bo2L01z05QbzXnxZmxRioEPp?usp=sharing
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/Entre_Ciel_et_terre_-_anglais.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LE_TIGRE_DU_BENGALE__A_LA_FRONTIERE_DU_SAUVAGE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LE_CORRIDOR_SAUVAGE_DES_ROCHEUSES_-_DE_YELLOWSTONE_AU_YUKON_1
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/Le_Tigre_du_Bengale_realise_par_Marie_Linton_COURT_ANGLAIS.pdf
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Explore the mysterious giant rings of the 
Mediterranean, buried 120m deep, with the world-
famous Laurent Ballesta, world-renowned diver 
and his team, to understand the origin of these 
unique and unknown formations.

52’

Delivery December 2023

Discover the most remarkable and amazing markets on 
the planet. From the camel market in Mauritania, to the 
esoteric market of Mexico, they are the last bastions of 
countries customs and cultures. This series takes you to 
10 destinations for an anthropological and cultural dive.

10x26’
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TRAILERPICS PDF

Follow the work and innovations of a unique 
international research center, located in the middle of 
the Amazon rainforest, that uses the fauna and flora 
to find concrete solutions to local and global issues: 
pollution, water treatment, energy, medicine, etc.

52’

Delivery October 2023Delivery from September 2023 to February 2024

TRAILERPICS PDFPICS

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Le_mystere_des_anneaux_du_Cap_Corse
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-208899-ONEOFF_ONLY.mp4
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1811hP1ZDdAj_M1TfBiF2jVNdKqNVma_7?usp=sharing
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/MYSTERY-RINGS-ARTE_DISTRIBUTION.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/EQUATEUR__LE_PARI_D_UNE_AMAZONIE_DURABLE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/MARCHES_DU_MONDE
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-221176-ONEOFF_ONLY.mp4
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1hfxid2w8wdaisk7nGhEOnp08q6r84qoA?usp=sharing
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/EQUATEUR_ANGLAIS.pdf
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1cgCGuCVFRyTyQVal33HEWALsqEaahX_n?usp=drive_link
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Since its discovery sixty years ago, researchers have 
succeeded in exploiting the resources of messenger 
RNA, up to its use in the development of Covid-19 
vaccines. RNA is opening the way to revolutionary 
therapies.

52’ & 90’

Delivery October 2023
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PDF

Our sense of smell has greater power than most people 
think! By studying how this key sense can be restored 
in people with COVID-19, this film introduces us to the 
extraordinary power, versatility, and crucial role of the 
human sense of smell, so often underestimated.

52’

Delivery February 2024

TRAILERPICS PDF

Our brain constantly simplifies reality, opening the 
door to false logical thought patterns: cognitive 
biases. These intuitive mechanisms create errors 
of judgment affecting individual and societal 
behaviours giving birth to fake news.

2x52’

Delivery September 2024

PDF

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Les_revolutions_de_l_ARN_messager
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/ENG_Dossier_Odorat_OK__27.12.2022_.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ODORAT___A_LA_RECHERCHE_DU_SENS_PERDU
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-063672.mp4
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1txfPXI7ekd_29rUY8emjZbGdtAJXa46F?usp=sharing
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/Nouveau_Dossier_court__ARN_Messager__-_ENG__30.12.2022_.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/VOTRE_CERVEAU_VOUS_JOUE_DES_TOURS_1
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/ENG_Dossier_court_OK__20.07.2022__-_Votre_cerveau_vous_joue_des_tours.pdf
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This rare scientific adventure of an exclusive archeological discovery sheds 
a new light on the prehistoric encounter between Neanderthals and Homo 
Sapiens. A milestone in the history of archeology and in our knowledge of 
Hominids.

Delivery December 2023

Join an experienced team of archaeologists and specialists on the trail of Elam, 
an unknown ancient civilization occupying the southwestern part of the Iranian 
plateau. Crack the mysterious Elamite inscriptions, until now undeciphered, in 
order to discover the greatest secrets of one of the first writings in history!

Delivery March  2024

52’52’

TRAILERPICS PDF
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https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Thorin__l_un_des_derniers_neandertal
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Les_aventuriers_des_signes_perdus
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-181609-ONEOFF_ONLY.mp4
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11ew-PuAVe9SSWesiisY4WBFkY2qmHRgr?usp=sharing
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/DOC_THORIN_2023FHF_-_Anglais.pdf
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1HFxUSfX_PygwZiGCTHmiZrUWMROa0H2S?usp=sharing
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/Dossier_court__17.11.2022__-_THE_RAIDERS_OF_THE_LOST_SYMBOLS.pdf
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A thriller-like documentary based on an incredible true story, mixing cold war, new weapons, and worldwide 
geopolitical intrigues. More than 1000 diplomats and members of the American intelligence services are victims of 
frightening symptoms called «The Thing»:  a unique investigation with exclusive interviews.
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Delivery October  2024

2x52’ & 4x35’
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The mechanization and globalization of 
organic farming is underway. An international 
investigation into the organic industry, filmed 
with hidden cameras and revealing the first in-depth 
study on the exact composition of biopesticides.

52’ & 90’

Delivery March 2024

TRAILER PDF PDF

Delivery April 2024

Every 5 seconds, a BILLY bookcase is sold. But the 
staggering figures of the Swedish brand have a 
cost: they depend on the uncontrolled exploitation 
of wood and human labor. A unique investigation, 
tracking the production line of the furniture giant.

52’ & 90’

This current affairs documentary investigates 
on right-wing terrorism and its link with the 
political polarization across the Western World, 
through an ongoing European intelligence services 
investigation.

52’ & 90’

Delivery April 2024

PDF

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/AGRICULTURE_BIOLOGIQUE__LA_CRISE_DE_CONFIANCE
http://
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-17071192-ASSEMBLY.mp4
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/Roche_Productions_-_Right-Wing_Extremism_Terrorism_-_Dossier_international_VA_-_Avril_2023.pdf
file:https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/THE_DARK_SIDE_OF_ORGANIC_FARMING.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ULTRADROITE__L_AUTRE_MENACE_TERRORISTE
file:///C:/Users/p-colas-des-francs/Desktop/T%C3%A9l%C3%A9travail%20du%20vendredi/Ikea_Arte_EN%20.pdf
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A new light on the unprecedented economic and 
financial crisis in Lebanon, jeopardizing the Middle 
East’s stability. Major financial institutions are ready 
to help the country get back on its feet, but endemic 
corruption is wiping out any hope of finding a solution.

52’

Delivery January 2024

PICS PDF TRAILER PDF

Delivery October 2023

Mafias and Banks: two opposite worlds. They share 
the same taste for luxury, risk, and easy money 
yet they despise and fear each other and are both 
inextricably tied to the government. 

3x52’

Little is known about the Chinese triads, the 
world’s most influential mafias. Thanks to exclusive 
interviews, this thriller takes us right into the heart of 
the world’s most powerful criminal organization, to 
reveal its far-reaching influence on geopolitics.

3x52’

Delivery December 2023

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1aUEaHXPiGgUmPMbZeMsCclRDNBfmrW2U?usp=sharing
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/230405_TRIADS_Pitch_deck_VA_avril_2023.pdf
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-16276598-SERIES.mp4
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/MAFIAS_AND_BANKS.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/MAFIAS_ET_BANQUES
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_TRIADES_CHINOISES_1
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An incredible investigation following a cry for help 
written in Mandarin and hidden in the instructions 
for a pregnancy test purchased in France. This in-
vestigation takes us to the very heart of China and 
its prison factories.

2x52’ & 90’

Delivery August 2023

TRAILER

52’

At the very heart of the uprising in Iran, this 
investigation presents the current events and the 
multiple stages of this political revolution, by giving 
voice to actors of the movement and opponents in 
exile fighting for the end of the theocratic regime.

Delivery December 2023

After WWII, Japan was the only country to renounce 
its armed forces, under American protection. 
However, today, confronted with rising tensions in 
Asia, Japan is taking the path of remilitarization 
against popular opinion.

52’

Delivery January 2024

PDF PDF

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LETTRE_CHINOISE
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-17071188-SERIES.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/IRAN___FEMME__VIE__LIBERTE__LA_REVOLUTION_QUI_VIENT
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/JAPON_LA_FIN_DE_L_UTOPIE_PACIFISTE
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/Woman__Life__Freedom_the_oncoming_revolution.pdf
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/KinoJapon_pacifisme_anglais.pdf
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She changed the course of History: a cold case following the most enigmatic heroine of the Middle Ages. Dive into her 
epic rise and a spectacular fall, with 3D animations and never-seen-before documents of her rehabilitation trial.
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Delivery October 2023

52’ & 90’

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LE_MYSTERE_JEANNE_D_ARC
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-15644464-ASSEMBLY.mp4
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16VXq3gdm_TlSnP8qQFevBgfhUJSXhG-C?usp=sharing
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/Mystery_of_Joan_of_Arc_-_Treatment_ARTE_DISTRIBUTION.pdf
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Discover the history of European peasants, from the 
6th century to the present day, in a four-part series 
that travels the European countryside following the 
traces of its hidden history, which has long remained 
unwritten.

4x52’

Delivery March 2024
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PDF PDF

52’

The long-forgotten Documerica project, led by Nixon 
in the 1970s, aimed to draw a precise inventory of the 
environmental situation in the USA. What stands out 
from the 80,000 photographs taken is that the Glorious 
Thirties turned the American Dream into a nightmare.

Delivery January 2024

By the producers of the acclaimed series The Great 
Greek Myths, this series unveils the essence of Nordic 
tales that are based on ancient texts.  These Nordic 
legends gave birth the biggest hits in popular culture: 
Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings, Marvel’s Thor...

10x26’

Delivery April 2024

TRAILERPICS PDF

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LE_TEMPS_DES_PAYSANS_1
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/A_HISTORY_OF_EUROPEAN_RURAL_LIFE_-_SHORT_-_ENG.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_GRANDS_MYTHES_NORDIQUES
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/THE_DOCUMERICA_PROJECT_-_PORTRAIT_D_UNE_NATION_AU_BORD_DE_L_ABiME
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_GRANDS_MYTHES_NORDIQUES
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-218625-ONEOFF_ONLY.mp4
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1TopuTlbB0h5lwhDjtyEnO6gQr6ySJKRv?usp=sharing
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/Documerica_US_court_OK.pdf
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She worked with the greatest cinema masters: 
Buñuel, Mastroiani, Lellouche... Thanks to 
interviews, the film guides us throughout her career 
with the filmmakers alongside whom she invented 
herself and worked not to be just a “cold blonde actress”.

52’ & 60’

Delivery October 2023

PICS PDF

Delivery July 2024

A new light on Hollywood’s greatest director, 
offering a unique perspective on his work, digging 
into the Cinema Master’s personal influences. 
Discover what makes Spielberg’s whole world so 
special through great archives and testimonies.

52’

Delivery October 2023

Martin Scorsese is the unchallenged master of the 
cinematic quest for Italian-American identity. He has 
etched the cinematic image of the Sicilian mafiosi 
and the reality of America with incredible actors like 
Di Caprio and De Niro.

52’

PICS PDFTRAILERPDF

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/CATHERINE_DENEUVE___A_SON_IMAGE_1
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ho9Pa2RrjFsFYL0MQhhsa2MH5CGkOomT?usp=sharing
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/ENG_Catherine_Deneuve_a_son_image_-_10.7.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/STEVEN_SPIELBERG_CINEASTE_PRODIGE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/MARTIN_SCORSESE__L_ITALO-AMeRICAIN
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1F1U1UxCtQC0k-R0XekMVqZRQBIQXsPKu?usp=sharing
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/ENG_DOSSIER_COURT_-_STEVEN_SPIELBERG_-_170123.pdf
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-061445.mp4
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/MARTIN_SCORSESE_ITALIAN_AMERICAN_MASTER_TREATMENT.pdf
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Nastassja Kinski made a name for herself in roles where she played young, 
sexualized heroines who struggle with male violence. She unintendedly 
became an international star after a few films, only to gradually disappear from 
the screen.

52’

30 years after Basic Instinct, Sharon Stone is still stigmatized by her role as a sexual 
psychopath. But the Oscar nominee has always fought against domination. A new 
light on this empowered actress, who has overcome traumas in her plight for 
independence.

52’

Delivery April 2024 Delivery January 2024
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PICS PDF PICS PDF

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/NASTASSJA_KINSKI__L_AFFRANCHIE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/SHARON_STONE___L_INSTINCT_DE_SURVIE
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Ms68Vh7nrhwebDfWGSNu3A7vDhQX5P9V?usp=sharing
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/Sharon_Stone_-_dossier_court_ENG.pdf
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1MmY1HsDFMGiHMjJGj46T5ZRnm0uWJYc0?usp=sharing
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/NASTASSJA_KINSKI__L_AFFRANCHIE
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The rise and fall story of a troubling and fragile actor who would eventually be 
recognized for his talent. The case of Mickey Rourke is a real turning point in the 
way men have portrayed themselves in American cinema. 

52’ & 70’

A popular icon in the 1980s & 1990s, a genius comedian, Eddie Murphy is coming 
back after a 25-year hiatus. He appears today as a precursor who revolutionized 
the image of African Americans and opened many doors for his community.

52’

Delivery December 2023 Delivery September 2023

PDF
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PDF

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/MICKEY_ROURKE___L_HOMME_BLESSe
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/EDDIE_MURPHY___UN_PRINCE_A_HOLLYWOOD_OU_LE_PRINCE_NOIR_DE_L_HUMOUR
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/ENG_Dossier_court_OK__16.08.2022__-_Mickey_Rourke.pdf
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/EddieMurphy_DOSSIER_COURT_ANGLAIS.pdf
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The exceptional success story of today’s most famous fashion designers, told 
through 10 years of exclusive archives and backstage images of his last fashion 
show. Jacquemus’ magnificent catwalk scenography flood the press and the so-
cial media. Worshipped by international stars, he is often compared to Jean Paul 
Gaultier in the 80’s.

52’

An exclusive deep dive into the secrets of creation behind the House of Boucheron 
and its perennial modernity for over a century and a half. The two women at the 
head of the company are rethinking luxury by proposing creative and innovative 
collections, far from the traditional codes of high jewelry. 

52’

Delivery December 2023
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IN THE HEART OF 
THE WORLD’S FINEST 

HIGH JEWELLERY HOUSE
Delivery December 2023

PICS PDF PDF

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/SIMON_PORTE_JACQUEMUS__LE_PRINCE_DE_PARIS
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/BOUCHERON_-_REPOUSSER_LES_LIMITES
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1JIfqJ7a0MUAIBvpenanBmmombG1-dFzc?usp=sharing
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/DOSSIER_BOUCHERON_ENG.pdf
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/Simon_Porte_Jacquemus_-_The_Prince_of_Paris_-_ENG_short.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/BOUCHERON_-_REPOUSSER_LES_LIMITES
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Will NFT change art by stimulating creativity or is 
it just a new avatar of unbridled capitalism? With 
NFTs, everything is moving very fast and changes 
from one week to the next. This documentary is a 
prophecy, an exploration of possible futures.

3x17’ & 52’

Delivery February 2024

PDF
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Delivery August 2024

Among the only 5 black dancers at the Paris Opera, 
Awa and Guillaume are determined to fully assume 
their black identity and expose the discrimination and 
archaisms of the Opera. Each in their own way, with 
their own fears and joys, failures and achievements.

52’

Delivery December 2023

Thanks to the Internet that has spread stand up 
internationally, this popular comic art has become 
the prism through which contemporary issues 
are seen: in the abundance of identities, a global 
movement that challenges the established order.

3x20’ & 52’

PDF

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/NFT___CHAOS_DANS_LE_MARCHe_DE_L_ART
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/ENG_NFT.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/STAND-UP__LA_RAGE_DE_RIRE_1
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/STAND_UP_laughing_therapy.pdf
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The story of two incredible women who have devoted their lives to saving Kenyan 
elephant calves. A rescue mission that also benefits the whole community. This 
unprecedented immersion allows you to discover never-before-seen images of 
these majestic animals.

This beautiful series reveals the breathtaking beauty of never-before-filmed 
nature and wildlife sites around the world and the quests to protect them. 3 
new destinations on the travel road: Bazil, Venezuela & Chile.

12x52’52’
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New episodes in December 2023

PICS FILM TRAILERPICS FILM

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/La_gardienne_des_elephants__titre_provisoire_
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_MERVEILLES_DE_LA_NATURE
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1e9_R3ZHEZZEGawwnnF6I-Px1ZkRNnH5v?usp=sharing
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=20981&selectedLanguage=fr
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-14978662-SERIES.mp4
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1HiHbZmd0xkH6i5ZABeulQPP-8BXQJDkA?usp=sharing
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=12280&selectedLanguage=en
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Discover the fascinating ugly animals, left out 
of rescue and preservation plans. Behind their 
repulsive appearance, hides an incredible biology 
and a key role in the ecosystem! 

2x52’

Follow the footsteps of an international mission 
developing groundbreaking solutions to save the 
Great Barrier Reef and its 9,000 unique species 
from destruction.

3x45’, 3x52’ & 52’ Best Of

TRAILER FILMPICSFILMPICS

You have always thought that fish were mute, 
amnesiac, or insensitive to pain? Well you’re wrong. 
Scientists are discovering that fish have astonishing 
cognitive abilities, a hectic social life, and even 
emotions. What if, fish were not so stupid after all?

52’

PICS FILM

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LA_BEAUTE_CACHEE_DES_LAIDS
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LA_GRANDE_BARRIERE_DE_CORAIL-LE_COEUR_DE_L_OCEAN
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-15270512-SERIES.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=14585
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1lKvdFOVjFG0uRO0DxyFV107Nfrmk94Ts?usp=sharing
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=18160
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1hxmTt5qG2YE8bvUPM8EBeB4d6XvMXLwJ?usp=sharing
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/DES_POISSONS_PAS_SI_CONS__
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Do_gX0MdsiXs7gRd7ZEPlutWY3NFB_bL?usp=sharing
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=23119&selectedLanguage=en
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The incredible adventure of Sébastien and his dogs, 
embarked on the most famous and difficult sled 
race in the world, between Canada and Alaska: the 
Iditarod. An epic in the heart of nature, where the 
human-animal bond overcomes it all.

52’

PICS FILM

Mohei Honda is one of Japan’s most innovative tea 
masters. He experiments, purifies and reinvents the 
ancient art of tea, which he presents as a perfect 
antidote to the frenzy of today’s world.

52’

An immersion in the heart of the mountain wildlife. 
Each episode follows an animal living in a specific 
landscape’s altitude: the wild cat, the bear and the 
eagle, from the lowest to the top! 

3x43’, 3x52’ & 52’ Best Of 

FILM TRAILER FILMPICS

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Musher__l_appel_de_l_Alaska
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1NWEarjvFp9-5kDvZObIOcm2nn0lrcnSl?usp=sharing
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Musher__l_appel_de_l_Alaska
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/JAPON__LE_COMBAT_D_UN_MAITRE_DE_THE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_PYRENEES_SECRETES_
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=21723&selectedLanguage=en
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-14931207-SERIES
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=11081
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1xcZ1lZIagxiAH_udktP8qKsCh8Hzh5Zr?usp=sharing
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Dream travels, unusual encounters and exciting stories, this series shows you 
the world and provides insights into the lives and work of exceptional men and 
women across the globe.

Far from the frenzy of urban life, this series is an invitation to enjoy the simple 
pleasure of traveling around the world to discover places that inspired the great 
artists, resulting in an exchange between a land, a town, a landscape and a 
work of art.

418x13’

 D
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TRAILER FILM FILM

25x32’ & 25x52’

New Season 24 available

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/360__GEO
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/INVITATION_AU_VOYAGE
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-130713-ONEOFF-TRAILER.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=23583
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=13495
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Their projects are very concrete, sometimes 
confidential, often breathtaking, always optimistic 
and will revolutionize our health. Everywhere, 
researchers and innovators are inventing our future.

4x52’
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S

TRAILER FILM

Moss is at the origin of life on Earth 450 million 
years ago and helped develop multiple different 
ecosystems. A world tour to discover this incredible 
primitive system that fascinates scientists.

52’ & 60’

Heat waves, droughts, floods and fires, it confronts 
us with the reality of the violent climate emergency. 
One attractive solution, for instance, the European 
Union plans to plant 3 billion trees by 2030. It looks 
good on paper, but what if? 

52’ 

FILM TRAILER FILMPICS

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_ECLAIREURS_DE_LA_GUERISON
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-16413132-SERIES.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=20332
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Sa_Majeste_les_mousses
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/L_ARBRE_QUI_CACHE_LA_FORET_-_LES_DEFIS_DU_REBOISEMENT
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=20128
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-199189-ONEOFF_ONLY.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=13677&selectedLanguage=en
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1iGWT_7-zPBEPf8ZjZC_DqcxyDRiWNppV?usp=share_link
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Follow the first twelve months into the heart of the Martian conquest, of the 
extraordinary robot Perseverance, with the mission to explore the surface of 
Mars to find traces of past life. 

At the edge of our solar system, scientists believe lies a huge undiscovered 
planet, ten times bigger than ours. Let’s follow teams of international experts 
in their frantic race to detect it.

52’ 52’
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TRAILER FILM TRAILER FILMPICS

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Une_annee_sur_Mars_avec_Perseverance
https://distribution.arte.tv/startSearch.action?searchQuery=SEARCHING+FOR+PLANET
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/La_9eme_Planete
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-16275632-ASSEMBLY.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=9615
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-206286-ONEOFF_ONLY.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Une_annee_sur_Mars_avec_Perseverance
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1TsyDN7wOlJKeOvTmlzmaHFWxLUp8FuVl?usp=sharing
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What goes on in our brains for us to become so 
“addicted” to our favorite apps? Welcome to the 
wonderful world of dopamine, a molecule whose 
function has been hijacked by the tech industry in order 
to capture our attention and make sure we’re “hooked”. 

52’

A stunning series that deciphers, in an offbeat tone, 
the way in which the biggest apps are designed to 
capture our attention and get us hooked. Discover 
emerging apps and how they lead us to liberal and 
individualistic model of society by default.

16x8’
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TRAILER FILM FILM

This series explains math, not as it is taught in 
school, but as a mysterious construction of the 
human mind that is present in our culture, our 
thinking and our everyday life!

10x9’

New season in December 2023

FILM

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Dopamine__comment_les_applis_piegent_notre_cerveau
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Dopamine_TEST_ULTIME_SERIES
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-204796-ONEOFF_ONLY.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=20513&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=21476
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/PETITES_BALADES_AU_PAYS_DES_MATHS
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=16256
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Every year, pesticides are withdrawn from the market because they are 
considered too hazardous according to the recent scientific data. However, 
weedkiller and fungicide manufacturers have found a safe haven for their newly 
banned products: Brazil. 

An exclusive investigation on the world’s largest oil & gas company, which 
is struggling to maintain its hegemony in a world where the climate crisis is 
becoming increasingly worrying. Never-before-seen interviews with TOTAL’s 
top experts and executives.

52’ & 82’
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52’ & 90’

FILMPICS PICS FILM

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/PESTICIDES__L_HYPOCRISIE_EUROPEENNE_-_82_
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/L_emprise_Total___anatomie_d_une_multinationale
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=11370
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/182_oib_E85JFctnPtZjeu8B4vRI6Rul_?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1AQTUwWcxbnbwxvDKkdDVgV2IaN6GCreb?usp=sharing
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=21753&selectedLanguage=en
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From an ecological point of view, this investigation 
tells us the rise of an invention of the 90s: streaming. 
THE must-have technology and its exponential 
carbon footprint are now uncontrollable, to the 
point of raising the question of its survival.

4x15’ & 52’

FILM

An international investigation into the hell of 
factory farming, deciphering the limitless power of 
multinationals and the law of silence to maintain 
an institutional and global crime.

52’ & 90’

Asbestos has been banned for decades in Europe but 
its effects are still being felt today, and it is still being 
produced and sold in many countries. Unscrupulous 
companies turn a profit whilst people die from exposure 
to the harmful substance. Will we ever be rid of asbestos?

52’ & 90’

FILMFILM

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/STREAMING___CE_MONSTRE_QUI_NOUS_DEVORE
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=19060
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/La_fabrique_de_la_souffrance_animale
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/AMIANTE_L_HISTOIRE_SANS_FIN
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=18187&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=23215
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52’ & 90’

Host of the 2022 next football World Cup, Qatar is as 
tiny as it is immensely rich. Torn between Western 
modernism and Bedouin conservatism, ruled by the 
iron fist of a royal family, it sits on the planet gas field 
and is a major geopolitical Middle East player.

FILM

2x55’

A global investigation into a new phenomenon: over-
equipped police facing furious, defenseless crowds. 
This two-part investigation seeks to understand the 
exacerbation of violence during demonstrations by giving 
voice to ministers, police chiefs, as well as demonstrators.

While Lebanon is going through one of its most 
acute existential crises, we look back on the history 
of Hezbollah, a controversial party supported by 
Iran. An inside account that includes unpublished 
testimonies of the Shiite fighters themselves.

52’

FILM FILM

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Qatar_-_Une_dynastie_a_la_conquete_du_monde
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=19338&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/PERCUTEZ___LE_NOUVEAU_CONTROLE_DES_FOULES_2
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/PERCUTEZ___LE_NOUVEAU_CONTROLE_DES_FOULES_2
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LIBAN_AU_COEUR_DU_HEZBOLLAH
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=22355&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=23221
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The untold story of the invention, development and improvement of China’s 
surveillance and repression system over the decades. A new light on China’s 
totalitarian power following the 20th National Congress of the Chinese 
Communist Party.

Climate change is another pandemic hitting workers worldwide. An investiga-
tion on the impact of global warming on pre-existing inequalities, creating new 
social boundaries between those who can protect themselves from the climate 
and those who cannot.

2x52’
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52’ & 90’

FILMPICS FILM

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_CAMPS__SECRET_DU_POUVOIR_CHINOIS_1
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Les_travailleurs_de_l_ombre
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=16987
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/109OTBR3AA0pCpJprn9jAwYgpwWuHB9Dp?usp=sharing
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=21010&selectedLanguage=en
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The Baltic Sea became a major geopolitical 
hotspot. Natural border between 8 countries of 
the EU and Russia, it crystallized many strategic 
issues: gas pipelines, territories and foreign political 
influences...

52’

The Eastern Mediterranean has become an area of 
strategic, military, and geopolitical tensions. An 
investigation that deciphers this historical turning 
point of the balance of this part of the world.

52’
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PDF FILM

Rooted in current news this investigation traces 
back Russia’s intervention in Syria and sheds light 
on the war in Ukraine in a different way. Filmed in 
Russia, Syria, Europe and the United States, this 
program is full of expert testimonies and archives. 

52’

FILM

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Panique_en_mer_Baltique
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Alerte_en_Mediterranee_orientale
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/WARNING_IN_THE_EASTERN_MEDITERRANEAN-treatment-ARTE_Distribution.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=19556&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/RUSSIE__LE_LABORATOIRE_SYRIEN
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=22160&selectedLanguage=en
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They learned how to play tennis in one of America’s most dangerous ghettos... became the first and second tennis 
players worldwide and forged an unparalleled record. Black women, sculptural and powerful, embodying new codes, 
the Williams sisters navigated through sexism and racism, became world icons, and changed tennis forever.

52’

PICS PDF

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Eg56PEdhACLek0_wkd3dX1Xb2dUVOr4y?usp=sharing
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/DOSSIER_ANG_SOEURS_WILLIAMS_BRAINWORKS_-_Copie.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/VENUS_ET_SERENA_CES_ICONES_QUE_L_AMERIQUE_NE_VOULAIT_PAS_VOIR
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The poignant and little-known story of the military 
avant-garde founded by Nelson Mandela, through 
the stories of former members of uMkhonto weSizwe. 
The ”peaceful” end of apartheid could make us forget 
that it was preceded by a struggle to death.

52’

FILM

After the ban of racial segregation in 1964, racial justice 
seemed to have evolved but inequalities remained 
visible. Luther King understood that without social 
justice, there would never be equality. Thus began his 
new struggle that still resonates today. 

52’

A very personal and decidedly political portrait of 
the Iron Lady who left the greatest mark on the UK, 
alongside Queen Elizabeth II. Archives and interviews 
are enriched by songs from this period that really help 
to understand the social atmosphere of that time.

52’ & 90’

FILM FILM

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/MK_L_ARMEE_DE_MANDELA
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=21163
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/L_AUTRE_REVE_DE_MARTIN_LUTHER_KING
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Thatcher_L_inoxydable
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=20914&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=22064&selectedLanguage=en
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Following the unusual itinerary of a Franco-Belgian family who lived in Japan 
from 1925 to 1945, this film sheds light on a complex period of the hardening 
of the regime, when Japan turned into a war machine.

The remarkable life of businessman royalty Henry Ford unveiled for the first time with 
highest historical accuracy through this archive-driven documentary. A self-made 
man who revolutionized industry production with wild and controversial ambitions 
and changed the face of America in the 20th century.

52’
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FILM

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_FRANCAIS_DE_L_ERE_SHOWA__1925-1947_
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=21115
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The Slansky trial analyzed through rare and restored 
images. A tragic episode of the Cold War, where 
fourteen top leaders of the Communist regime, most 
of them Jewish, were accused of imaginary crimes, 
resulting in eleven deaths and three life sentences.

52’
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A new light on the Holocaust brought by recent 
research on the role of the ghettos in the Jewish 
community’s extermination process. This moving 
documentary is based on the recent exhumation and 
translation of diaries unveiling ghettos’ daily life.

52’ & 90’

TRAILER FILM PDF

This series examines the twists and turns of 
antisemitsm, from Antiquity to the modern day 
and from the shores of the Mediterranean to those 
of the Volga. This four-episode series paints a 
comprehensive picture of this, “the longest hatred”.

4x52’

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LA_SHOAH_DES_GHETTOS
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-16336201-SERIES.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=20365&selectedLanguage=en
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/Flyer_-_Ghettos_in_the_Holocaust_EN.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/HISTOIRE_DE_L_ANTISEMITISME___LES_NOUVEAUX_VISAGES_DE_L_ANTISEMITISME_DE_1945_A_NOS_JOURS__4_4_
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The history of the city of Newark revealed through 
the story of two families, those of Black writer Amiri 
Baraka and famous Jewish writer Philip Roth as they 
struggle with the meaning of American identity.

52’
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10% of the wealthiest Americans hold 80% of the 
country’s ressources. This film dissects the capitalist 
storytelling that helped perpetuate the American 
Dream for over 150 years, from Rockefeller to Bezos. 

3x52’

FILMTRAILER PDF

Discover the evolution of modern China, through 
150 years of history and key figures like Empress 
Cixi, Mao Zedong and Jack Ma. The country lost its 
leadership position, then bounced back to soon be-
come the most powerful country in the world.

2x52’

FILM

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Newark__a_la_recherche_du_reve_americain
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/L_EVANGILE_DE_LA_RICHESSE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/L_EVANGILE_DE_LA_RICHESSE
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=18978&selectedLanguage=en
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-15536942-SERIES.mp4
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/Gospel_of_wealth-treatment-ARTE_DISTRIB.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LA_CHINE_DES_POSSIBLES
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=23090&selectedLanguage=en
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The Conquistadors wrote the story of the Inca Empire as we know it. 10 years of recent scientific and archeological 
research has allowed us to uncover another truth that contradicts history books. Where the Inca people come from, 
how they were organized, and why they disappeared so suddenly?

52’ & 90’

TRAILER FILM

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/EMPIRE_INCA___UN_GEANT_SE_DEVOILE
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-16694971-ASSEMBLY.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=10542&selectedLanguage=fr
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200 years ago, Champollion “cracked” the 
hieroglyph code. Follow a scientific investigation 
to discover this mysterious writing and a new 
expedition into the largest tomb in Egypt. 

2x45’ & 52’ & 90’

So much mystery around this ancient prosperous 
Mediteranean civilization: the Etruscans. The recent 
discovery of an important tomb in Corsica is the 
opportunity to learn everything about their rise and 
fall.

52’ & 90’

Today, the Louvre Museum picks up where the 
Egyptologist Auguste Mariette left off in 1850! 
Exclusive access to follow a team of archeologists 
to (re)discover the Serapeum tomb of the bull Apis, 
one of the most sacred place in Saqqara, Egypt.

52’ & 90’
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TRAILER FILM TRAILER FILMTRAILER FILM

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_DERNIERS_SECRETS_DES_HIEROGLYPHES
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_ETRUSQUES__APOGEE_ET_DECLIN
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/egypte___le_tombeau_des_taureaux_sacres
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-16280354-SERIES.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=18579
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-15142701-ASSEMBLY.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=7150&selectedLanguage=en
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-061604.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=20025&selectedLanguage=en
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Two times winner of the Palme d’Or, Ken Loach is one of the greatest 
contemporary filmmakers. This documentary shows in a punk and rebellious 
tone how Loach uses cinema as a political tool to advocate for a more just 
society.

52’ & 60’

Over the years, Oscar winner Nicole Kidman, became both a pop culture icon 
and a complex dramatic actress. Her career is a unique body of work that mirrors 
her personal life, which is more political than it might seem.

52’
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TRAILER FILM PDF

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/KEN_LOACH_OU_L_ESTHETIQUE_DE_LA_REBELLION
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/NICOLE_KIDMAN___LES_YEUX_GRAND_OUVERTS
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-211493-ONEOFF_ONLY.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=19350
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/ENG_Dossier_court__24.10.2022__Ken_Loach_ou_l_esthetique_de_la_rebellion__MDAM_-_Pierre_Chassagnieux_.pdf
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Shadows have followed Harvey Keitel wherever he 
went, from his blasphematory childhood, to the 
army and his iconic roles. Treated as an outcast after 
being fired from the set of Apocalypse Now, he made 
a triumphant comeback with Tarantino and Campion. 

52’

PDF

Not only a theater icon, but also a television and a 
FILM star, the very feminist and English Helen Mir-
ren and her brilliant career have been impressing 
the world since the 1960s. Uncategorizable, she is 
the only winner of the “Triple Crown of Acting”.

52’

TRAILER FILM

First woman to have won the Best Director Oscar, 
obsessed with the violence that underlies all of her 
cinematographic work, Kathryn Bigelow’s portrait 
also tells a story of violence in the United States.

52’

PDF

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/HARVEY_KEITEL___A_L_OMBRE_DES_TeNeBRES
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/HARVEY_KEITEL_UNAFRAID_OF_THE_DARK_TREATMENT.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/HELEN_MIRREN___UNE_FEMME_PUISSANTE
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-219780-ONEOFF_ONLY.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/HELEN_MIRREN___UNE_FEMME_PUISSANTE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Kathryn_Bigelow_-_Lady_Violence
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/KATHRYN_BIGELOW-ENG-DOSSIER.pdf
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Whether you like him or not, whether he arouses 
admiration, perplexity or laughter, Jean-Claude Van 
Damme’s life is an uncredible and unconventional 
adventure from Belgium to Hollywood hills.

52’
The portrait of the last cowboy Hollywood legend.  
Dive into a 65-year career in Hollywood, highlighted 
iconic films from The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly, as 
well as Million Dollar Baby, and all the way to Cry 
Macho in 2021.

52’

In 30 years and 50 roles, Denzel Washington, double 
Oscar winner, placed the figure of the Black man in all 
its complexity at the heart of the American paradoxes: 
from Black activist, rebel soldier to gangster torn 
between violence and charity.

52’

FILMPDF FILM

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/JEAN-CLAUDE_LA_VIE_DE_VAN_DAMME
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/CLINT_EASTWOOD___LA_DERNIERE_LEGENDE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/DENZEL_WASHINGTON___L_AMERIQUE_PARADOXALE
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=19622&selectedLanguage=en
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/VAN_DAMME_SPLIT_PERSONNALITY_TREATMENT.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=19014&selectedLanguage=en
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Samuel Goldwyn participated in the birth of the 
largest production companies such as the Metro 
Goldwyn Meyer. A twentieth-century epic that 
describes the behind-the-scenes story of the birth 
of Hollywood’s Golden Age.

52’

FILM

The first FILM on Kim Novak, her career, and her 
emancipation from the Hollywood system, with the 
exclusive participation of the actress herself. Discover 
the unforgettable heroine of Alfred Hitchcock’s 
masterpiece Vertigo.  

52’

Paul Newman is the embodiment of the perfect 
Hollywood star, deep charming blue eyes with the 
perfect body. For 50 years, he has been on the move 
for new projects: producer, director, race car driver, 
entrepreneur and committed citizen. 

52’

FILM FILM

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/SAM_GOLDWYN_LA_LEGENDE_D_HOLLYWOOD
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=23372&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/KIM_NOVAK___LA_REVANCHE_D_UNE_BLONDE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/PAUL_NEWMAN__L_INTRANQUILLE
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=19033&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=20926&selectedLanguage=en
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The Jean Paul Gaultier Couture show by Olivier 
Rousteing from Balmain marks the meeting of two 
of the greatest contemporary fashion designers. A 
360-degree view of the creation of this exceptional 
collection, which will go down in fashion history.

52’

A portrait of the world-famous French-Tunisian 
couturier, Azzédine Alaïa. Obsessed with the female 
body, he magnified women’s curves by sculpting 
clothes on them. He dressed the most famous, from 
Grace Jones to Kim Kardashian.

52’

LI
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The Versace empire as never seen before! Uncover 
the success story of the most famous Italian fashion 
house through the incredible story of the siblings 
who created it. In the Versace family, glory and 
tragedy are intrinsically intertwined.

52’

PDF FILM TRAILER FILMPICS

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/OLIVIER_ROUSTEING_INTERPRETE_JEAN_PAUL_GAULTIER
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/AZZEDINE_ALAIA__UN_COUTURIER_FRANCAIS
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/VERSACE___UNE_FRATERIE_DES_TRAGEDIES
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/ENG_Dossier_court_OK__16.11.2022__-_VERSACE.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=21127
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-219451-ONEOFF_ONLY.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=20812&selectedLanguage=en
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1k8gA1HTMMdznYuhpSlqp0Zmc6SmxNt8a?usp=sharing
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Joan Mitchell was one of the greatest painters of 
the American Abstract Expressionist movement. 
Acclaimed by critics and the public, she was among 
one of the only women to make her mark in the 
then male-dominated world of abstract art. 

52’

Internationally renowned artist Christian Boltanski 
used all kinds of materials to better question the 
present. For 50 years, experimental filmmaker 
Alain Fleischer, filmed the artist to achieve a unique 
archive that covers his whole work since 1969.  

52’

A thrilling cold case on the “tree roots” of Van Gogh’s 
last painting… A happy accident that leads us to find 
the original and untouched landscape that inspired 
Vincent, right before he killed himself. 

52’

FILMFILM FILM

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/JOAN_MITCHELL__UNE_FEMME_DANS_L_ABSTRACTION
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/CHRISTIAN_BOLTANSKI__UN_ARTISTE_FACE_A_SON_TEMPS
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/RACINES___ENQUETE_SUR_LE_DERNIER_TABLEAU_DE_VINCENT_VAN_GOGH
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=19547&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=23247&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=23197&selectedLanguage=en
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From Adam and Eve to the present day, this 
investigation takes a peak at the playful and 
imaginative ways in which artists have slalomed 
around the poles of morality to beat censhorship at 
its own game.

52’

A series made of hijacked images to understand in 
a funny and quirky way how our opinions are in-
fluenced and our consent manufactured. Discover 
from the inside the range of strategies used without 
our knowledge to shape our desires!

10x5’

FILM FILM

The imaginary universes of fantasy irrigate literature, 
cinema, video and role-playing games. Illustrator 
John Howe, the concept artist of the Lord of the Rings 
series, takes us on a wonderful four-part journey to 
discover the artists who have crafted fantasy.

4x26’

PICS FILM

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/CACHE-SEXE___CENSURE_ET_MALICE_DES_ARTISTES
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/_PROPAGANDA
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=22508&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=19326&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/AUX_SOURCES_DE_LA_FANTASY_2
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1IauzfAG9eSDicCZqvXIjSzGBs9tx7NS3?usp=sharing
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=22993
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